Excessive drought and extreme heat in the USA dominated agricultural commodity markets activity throughout the 2012 summer growing season, pushing maize and soybeans prices to record levels and raising wheat and rice prices by 10-35% over their spring time lows. Unlike recent previous price increases, notably during 2008 and 2010, volatility levels and trading volumes remained relatively tame. A retrenchment from commodity trading by several large investment banks, a decline in confidence in futures markets by retail investors following the bankruptcy of two US futures commission merchants, and additional cost burdens associated with compliance to the implementation of the 2010 Dodd-Frank legislation may help explain this development. In addition, the policy of ethanol mandates has undergone renewed debate. Finally, the relative strength of the dollar versus most currencies, especially the euro, and the lack of another round of quantitative easing by the US Federal Reserve may have prevented agricultural commodity prices from excessive spiking. However, the usual patterns of net buying by money managers and net selling by hedgers held true during the summer rally.
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Ethanol prices continue to lag gasoline prices
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Ocean freight remains low
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Both implied and historical volatility diminished despite high prices.

**Implied Volatility**
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Swaps dealers, including index funds, reduced long positions, managed money increased longs and commercials increased shorts.
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Futures prices and aggregate volumes
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